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Officer’s Right of Reply:Activities in the CMA

1.

Introduction and scope

1.

My name is Tim Blackman. I wrote the S42A Officers Report: Activities in the
Coastal Marine Area (CMA) dated 4 May 2018, released in advance of
Hearing Stream 6. My qualifications and experience are set out in section 2 of
that report.

2.

This Right of Reply responds to matters raised by submitters and the Hearing
Panel in relation to Activities in the CMA since my S42A Officer’s Report:
Activities in the CMA was released. Where I include recommendations in this
Right of Reply, they replace the recommendations I made in my S42A
Officer’s Report; otherwise, I stand by the recommendations made in my S42A
Officer’s Report.

2.

Summary of recommendations

3.

Appendix A lists each provision submitted on, my recommended amendments,
if any, and an assessment of my recommended changes under S32AA. Changes
that I recommend as a result of this Right of Reply are shown in blue text that
is underlined or struck out. Original recommendations from the S42A Report
that I continue to retain following evidence from submitters and the hearing are
shown in red text that is underlined or struck out.

4.

The additional recommendations that I make in this Right of Reply are:


Amend coastal management general condition (l) to provide for inanga
spawning between 1 January and 31 May;



Amend the definition for “motor vehicle” so that it does not exclude
vehicles which weight more than 3,500kg;



Amend Rule R190 so that “motor vehicle” is explicitly referred to;



Relocate proposed Rule R190 so that it is within Section 5.7.13 for
“Motor vehicles on the foreshore”;



Amend the advice note for Rule R191, so that it includes reference to the
Marine Reserves (Taputeranga) Order 2008 for Island Bay beach;
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Amend permitted activity condition (d) within Rule R191 so that beach
grooming can be undertaken on Island Bay beach;



Amend Rule R197 so that “motor vehicle” access in the CMA for the
Department of Conservation’s activities are provided for;



Amend Rule R198 to clarify that the non-complying activity status does
not apply to activities that are permitted by Rule R190;



Delete Rules R194, R195, R208, R209 and R216 given these rules
provide a duplication of controls provided for within Rules R204 and
R205; and



Amend Rule R217 so that it allows for the planting of native plant
species only.

3.

Update on activity since the s42A report was
prepared

3.1

Evidence provided to the Hearing Panel

5.

The following submitters presented evidence or spoke to their submissions
during Hearing Stream 6 relevant to this activities in the CMA topic:


Alan Jefferies;



Golden Gate Peninsular Beach Residents;



Hiwi Trust;



Kāpiti Coast District Council;



K-J Dillon;



Linda Katherine Dale and Melis Leonard van de Werken;



Masterton District Council;



Matt Dillon;



Minister of Conservation;
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Rangitāne o Wairarapa;



South Wairarapa District Council;



Tom Kerr and Gabrielle Harris;



Wellington City Council;



Wellington International Airport Limited;



Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Association; and



Wellington Water Limited.

3.2

Supplementary evidence sought by the Hearing Panel

6.

The Hearing Panel requested the following experts to provide supplementary
evidence relevant to this Right of Reply topic:


Dr Dawe on behalf of Council – Defining mean high water springs
(MHWS) (see Appendix F).

4.

Background – Overview of the issues

7.

As part of my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA, I grouped and
considered the submissions based on four different issues. Those issues were:
Issue 1 - Minor disturbance in the CMA


Issue 1.1 – Motor vehicle access in the CMA;



Issue 1.2 – Surface water and foreshore activities; and



Issue 1.3 – General disturbance activities.

Issue 2 - Major disturbance in the CMA


Issue 2.1 – Dredging; and



Issue 2.2 – All other destruction, damage or disturbance.

Issue 3 - Deposition, dumping and reclamation and drainage in the CMA
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Issue 3.2 – Dumping of waste of other matter; and



Issue 3.3 – Reclamation and drainage.

Issue 4 - Other matters in the CMA

8.



Issue 4.1 – Introduction of plants;



Issue 4.2 – Noise and lighting;



Issue 4.3 – Coastal management general conditions; and



Issue 4.4 – Other definitions.

The key matters raised by submitters and their experts during Hearing Stream 6
are as follows and I have structured this Right of Reply report according to
each of these issues:


Issue 1 – Mapping of the mean high water spring tide;



Issue 2 – Coastal management general condition (l);



Issue 3 – Beach grooming (Rule R191) and stream mouth cutting (Rule
R193);



Issue 4 – Boat launching (Rule 190) and driving on beaches (Rules R196,
R197, R198 and R199);



Issue 5 – The number of “catch all” rules for destruction, damage and
disturbance (Rules R194, R195, R204, R205, R208 and R209);



Issue 6 – Dredging and maintenance dredging (Rule R200 – R203); and



Issue 7 – Other matters;
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Objective O58; and



Planting in the CMA (Rule R217).
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5.

Issue 1 – Mapping of mean high water springs

Background
9.

Ms Thomson on behalf of Kāpiti Coast District Council reiterated their
submission point seeking amendments to Maps 42 to 48 or, alternatively,
provide an accessible online map of the entire coast showing the CMA extent,
that is accessible to plan users1. Ms Thompson withdrew this request in her
verbal evidence to the Hearing Panel on 8 June 2018. Her rationale was that the
Council and Kāpiti Coast District Council have now commissioned NIWA
(signed by Council for NIWA on 7 June 2018) to map the mean high water
spring (MHWS) line for the entire Kāpiti Coast District seaward boundary
using LiDAR and accordingly this would provide appropriate relief.

10.

Similar to Kāpiti Coast District Council’s original request, Mr Jefferies
requests that spatial planning maps are incorporated into the Proposed Natural
Resources Plan for the Wellington Region (proposed Plan) to clearly show the
landward boundary and extent of the CMA in which the coastal provisions
apply2.

11.

As discussed above, the Hearing Panel requested Dr Dawe provide
supplementary evidence as to how the MHWS is determined in the Wellington
Region.

Response
12.

The indicative MHWS line is mapped on Council’s GIS maps as discussed in
my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA.

13.

Dr Dawe in his supplementary evidence requested by the Hearing Panel states
that MHWS is not a fixed stable line and fluctuates from month to month and
year to year3. This is because of changes in:


Tidal fluctuations;

Ms Thomson’s evidence for Kāpiti Coast District Council, paragraph 7.1, page 30
Mr Jefferies’ evidence, page 1
3
Supplementary evidence of Dr Dawe, Senior Policy Advisor (Hazards), Greater Wellington Regional
Council, paragraph 6, page 2 - 3
1
2
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Physical characteristics of the foreshore, in particular, the elevation and
slope; and


14.

Sea level rise.

Dr Dawe states that Council requires the MHWS to be surveyed for one off
consenting purposes, in scenarios where the proposed activity is either within
or in close proximity to the indicative MHWS4.

15.

In response to this statement from Dr Dawe, in my view, it is appropriate for
plan users to rely on the indicative line when applying for the relevant coastal
consents (or determining if Regional Council consent is required) in scenarios
where a proposed activity (in the coastal environment) is clearly located below
or above the line of MHWS. Conversely, when a proposed activity is located
on, or in very close proximity to the MHWS, in my view, it is reasonable that
the responsibility falls with the applicant to survey the land as part of the
application for resource consent. In these circumstances, an accurate survey
may be needed to confirm the applicable rules and jurisdiction between
Council and the relevant territorial authority.

16.

In response to concerns raised by Mr Jefferies, I can appreciate that providing
certainty on the MWHS line would be helpful from a plan user perspective.
However, given the MHWS line is constantly fluctuating (see paragraph 13
above) as I understand it is not possible to provide a completely accurate map
of the CMA for any extended period of time. Therefore, in my view, it is
neither efficient nor effective to provide a definitive MHWS line when Council
cannot be certain of the extent of fluctuation which may occur at a particular
location.

17.

Therefore to determine the correct jurisdiction in which a proposed activity
falls within and to ensure that the potential adverse effects of proposed
activities are managed appropriately, accuracy needs to be achieved when
determining the MHWS. In my view, this can only be achieved by determining

4

Supplementary evidence of Dr Dawe, Senior Policy Advisor (Hazards), Greater Wellington Regional
Council, paragraph 11, page 4
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the line of MHWS on a case by case basis as part of a resource consent
application.
18.

For these reasons set out above, I therefore recommend that the indicative line
of MHWS is retained in the GIS Maps and a definitive MHWS line is not
incorporated into the Plan.

6.

Issue 2 – Coastal management general condition
(l)

Background
19.

In my S42A Report: Activities in the CMA, I recommended no changes to the
coastal management general conditions.

20.

Ms Cooper, in her planning evidence for the Minister of Conservation, requests
that permitted activity condition (l) be amended to extend the exclusion period
for inanga spawning from 1 March – 31 May to 1 January – 31 May5. In her
view, this is consistent with the technical advice presented by Ms Petrove on
behalf of the Minister of Conservation in Hearing Stream 5.

21.

Mr Mikoz on behalf of the Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers
Association is of the opinion that inanga spawning times are incorrect6. In his
verbal evidence, Mr Mikoz states that 1 January – 31 May would be a more
appropriate time period.

Response
22.

In my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA, I addressed the Wellington
Recreational Marine Fishers Association (S32/041) request that coastal
management general condition (l) be amended so no diversion of open coastal
water or sediment discharge shall occur between January 1 and May 31
(paragraph 716, page 163). I recommended that this request be rejected to be
consistent with a recommendation made by Ms Guest in her Section 42A
Report: Wetlands and biodiversity for Hearing Stream 5.

5
6

Ms Cooper’s evidence for the Minister of Conservation, paragraph 217, page 80
Mr Mikoz’s evidence for Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Association, page 5
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23.

However, Ms Guest in her Right of Reply: Wetlands and biodiversity for
Hearing Stream 5 now recommends that the general condition (e) for activities
in wetlands be amended so that bed disturbance, diversions of water or
sediment discharge shall not occur between 1 January and 31 May (Issue 7,
Section 5.5.2). Her rationale is that a more conservative approach is required to
ensure inanga spawning is appropriately provided for.

24.

Therefore, to be consistent with this recommendation and to respond to the
evidence from Mr Mikoz and Ms Cooper on behalf of the Minister of
Conservation, I now recommend that coastal management general condition (l)
is amended to restrict disturbance of the CMA in inanga spawning habitats
between 1 January and 31 May. Given inanga migrate between river and open
coastal environments, in my view, it is important that there is a consistent
approach between the way inanga spawning is provided for in the CMA and in
the beds of lakes and rivers.

Recommendation
25.

I recommend the following amendment to coastal management general
condition (l) to read:
“Inanga spawning
(l) In any part of the coastal marine area (including any part of a river in
the coastal marine area) identified as inanga spawning habitat in
Schedule F1b (inanga spawning habitat), no disturbance of or deposition
in, on or under the foreshore or seabed shall occur and no diversion of
open coastal water or sediment discharge shall occur between 1
MarchJanuary and 31 May, and”…

26.

The scope for my recommended amendment to coastal management general
condition (l) is provided by Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers
Association submission point S32/041 which requests that the period where no
disturbance may occur within inanga spawning sites be between 1st of January
to 31st of May.
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7.

Issue 3 – Beach grooming and stream mouth
cutting

7.1

Rule R191 – Disturbance
grooming (permitted activity)

associated

with

beach

Background
27.

Ms Anton and Ms Downing in their supplementary legal evidence for the
Minister of Conservation request the following amendments to the advice note
below Rule R191:
“While the removal of natural materials from a marine reserve (unless
authorised for research purposes) is prohibited under the Marine
Reserves Act 1971, regulation 7 of the Marine Reserves (Taputeranga)
Order 2008 a memorandum of understanding between the Department of
Conservation and Wellington City Council enables a local authority to
remove beach cast seaweed and debris after a storm beach grooming
within Taputeranga Marine Reserve with particular conditions.”

28.

In their view, the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is not legally
binding and therefore reference to it should be removed from the advice note.
They also note that Regulation 7 in the Marine Reserve (Taputeranga) Order
2008 is a more certain and legally sound reference and that this regulation
enables the removal of beach cast seaweed and debris after a storm for the
purpose of enhancing public enjoyment of the marine reserve7.

29.

Mr Percy in his evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa requests that Rule R191 is
amended to exclude beach grooming from sites of significance in Schedules A
– F of the proposed Plan. In his view, disturbance of the foreshore and seabed
from beach grooming has the potential to result in adverse effects on sites of
significance8.

Ms Anton and Ms Downing’s supplementary legal evidence for the Minister of Conservation,
paragraph’s 11 – 15, page 5 – 6
8
Mr Percy’s evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa, Table 1, page 27
7
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30.

Mr Lewandowski in his evidence for Wellington City Council requests
clarification for how Rule R191 relates to other rules in the proposed Plan that
relate to sites of significance. Mr Lewandowski considers that as drafted Rule
R191 would prevent Wellington City Council from undertaking beach
grooming as a permitted activity, regardless of the agreement between
Department of Conservation and Wellington City Council in relation to the
marine reserve because it is located in a site of significance9.

31.

The Hearing Panel asked how many beaches listed in Rule R191 (sites where
disturbance to the CMA from beach grooming can be undertaken as a
permitted activity) also fall within sites of significance under Schedule C
(mana whenua), Schedule E4 (archaeological) or Schedule F4 (coastal sites).

Response
32.

Rule R191 provides for the disturbance to the foreshore and seabed from beach
grooming as a permitted activity on a specified number of beaches in the
Wellington Region. I note that proposed permitted activity condition (f)
restricts beach grooming from within sites identified within Schedule C (mana
whenua) or Schedule E4 (archaeological sites). Further, permitted activity
condition (c) states that beach grooming must be carried out for the purpose of
grooming and the removal of marine debris (such as drift wood following
storm events) and litter.

MOU between Wellington City Council and the Department of Conservation
33.

In response to Ms Anton and Ms Downing on behalf of the Minister of
Conservation, I appreciate that the MOU referred to in the advice note for Rule
R191 is not legally binding and therefore is not the most appropriate reference
within the advice note. In my opinion it is important that plan users are aware
of other regulations that apply to beach grooming where they sit outside the
requirements of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA). Therefore, in my
view, it is appropriate for the advice note to identify to plan users that

9

Mr Lewandowski’s evidence for Wellington City Council, paragraphs 69 – 70, page 15
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Regulation 7 in the Marine Reserve (Taputeranga) Order is also relevant for
beach grooming on Island Bay beach.
34.

The key difference between Rule R191 and the restrictions within Regulation 7
in the Marine Reserve (Taputeranga) Order (2008) is that the marine reserves
order allows for beach grooming only where the purpose is for the removal of
“beach cast seaweed and debris after a storm”, whereas Rule R191 also allows
for beach grooming for the removal marine debris and the removal of litter
(condition (c)).

35.

In response to this key difference, there are a number of social benefits from
beach grooming whereby the purpose is for removing “beach cast seaweed and
debris after a storm” on Island Bay beach. For example, this activity ensures
that access can be provided to and within the CMA for beach users soon after a
storm.

36.

Further to this key difference, I also note that Ms Anton and Ms Downing’s
requested amendment to the advice note also clarifies that local authorities can
undertake the beach grooming activity, rather than Wellington City Council in
isolation. In my view, this matter was not clear within the advice note as
proposed. I note that this recommended amendment by the Minister of
Conservation is consistent with permitted activity condition (d), which states
that the activity “shall be undertaken by or for a local authority”. Therefore, in
my view, this clarification is appropriate.

37.

For these reasons, I therefore recommend that the advice note is amended to
incorporate the recommended amendments by the Minister of Conservation.

Beach grooming in Schedules A – F sites
38.

In response to Mr Lewandowski on behalf of Wellington City Council, I have
assessed as to whether there are sites of significance listed in Schedule C
(mana whenua) or Schedule E4 (archaeological sites) within Island Bay Beach.
Further, given I recommended that beach grooming also be restricted in
Schedule F4 (coastal sites) in my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA, I
have also assessed whether there are any of these sites of significance on Island
Bay beach.
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39.

From my assessment and contrary to the fact that the Marine Reserve
(Taputeranga) Order 2008 provides for some, but not all, beach grooming
purposes on Island Bay beach, I note that proposed Rule R191 does not permit
beach grooming on Island Bay beach as it is listed as a site of significance to
mana whenua (see Table 2 below).

40.

Further, Island Bay beach is also listed as a site in Schedule F4 (coastal sites).
Therefore, if the Hearing Panel accepts the recommendation in my Section 42A
Report: Activities in the CMA to also restrict disturbance to the CMA from
beach grooming in Schedule F4 (coastal sites), it would also be restricted on
Island Bay beach for this reason. Resource consent would therefore be required
as a non-complying activity under Rule R195 for disturbance or damage inside
sites of significance.

41.

In response to the request from Wellington City Council, I therefore
recommend an amendment to permitted activity condition (f) of Rule R191, so
that beach grooming on Island Bay is excluded from this condition and can
therefore be undertaken as a permitted activity within Schedule C (mana
whenua) and Schedule F4 (coastal sites) at this location.

42.

This recommended amendment to permitted activity condition (f) within Rule
R191 will provide consistency with the Marine Reserve (Taputeranga) Order
2008 and help ensure the marine reserve can continue to be effectively
managed. This will also provide the clarity requested by Wellington City
Council as to whether beach grooming allowed under the Marine Reserve
(Taputeranga) Order 2008 is restricted (or not) by permitted activity Rule R191
as it falls within relevant sites of significance. It should, however, be noted that
the Marine Reserve (Taputeranga) Order 2008 only provides for beach
grooming when the purpose is to remove beach cast seaweed and debris after a
storm not for litter removal in isolation. This will limit the extent of beach
grooming that takes place and means that beach grooming on the foreshore and
seabed at Island Bay for the purpose of removing litter would not be provided
under Rule R191.
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43.

In response to the question from Hearing Panel, I have undertaken an
assessment to determine whether beaches listed in Rule R191 also fall within
the following scheduled sites: Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule E4
(archaeological sites) or Schedule F4 (coastal sites). These beaches are set out
in Table 2 below and also illustrated on the Maps in Appendix D (titled “Rule
191 and Schedule C sites” and “Rule R191 and Schedule F4 sites”).
Table 2: Beaches permitted for beach grooming under Rule R191 which are also
listed as sites of significance within Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule E4
(archaeological sites) and Schedule F4 (coastal sites)

44.

Beach

Schedule C

Schedule E4

Schedule F4

Te Horo

No

No

Yes

Waikanae

Yes

No

Yes

Paraparaumu

Yes

No

No

Raumati

No

No

Yes

Paekākāriki

No

No

Yes

Plimmerton

Yes

No

Yes

Browns Bay

No

No

Yes

Motukaraka
Point

Yes

No

Yes

Dolly Varden

Yes

No

Yes

Bradley Point

No

No

Yes

Onehunga
Bay

Yes

No

No

Princess Bay

Yes

No

Yes

Island Bay

Yes

No

Yes

Petone

Yes

No

Yes

Riversdale

Yes

No

Yes

Castlepoint

Yes

No

No

In summary, a high proportion (16 of the 31) of the beaches listed in Rule
R191 are also sites of significance under Schedule C (mana whenua) and/or
Schedule F4 (coastal sites). There were no archaeological sites within any of
the beaches listed in Rule R190.

45.

However, I note that compliance with permitted activity condition (f) can still
be achieved on these beaches through undertaking beach grooming on the parts
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of beaches which are not located within Schedule C (mana whenua) or
Schedule F4 (coastal sites) sites. For example, I am aware that beach grooming
is undertaken on Petone beach which also includes the following sites of
significance:


Schedule C4 (mana whenua) sites in the eastern and western ends of
Petone beach; and



Schedule F4 (coastal sites) sites in the eastern (Hutt River
Mouth/Estuary) and western (Korokoro Estuary) ends of the Petone
beach.

46.

Beach grooming would therefore be a permitted activity under Rule R191 in
the middle part of Petone beach, which is not within Schedule C or Schedule
F4 (it is my understanding that beach grooming occurs only on the middle part
of the beach currently). In my view, this approach is appropriate to achieve the
relevant objectives of the proposed Plan which seek to protect sites of
significance to mana whenua (Objective O33) and protect ecosystems and
habitats with significant indigenous biodiversity values (Objective O35), while
also allowing beach grooming to occur in appropriate places.

47.

In response to Mr Percy, I reiterate the point in my Section 42A Report:
Activities in the CMA that Rule R191 should also restrict the disturbance to the
CMA from beach grooming in Schedule F4 (coastal sites) sites (paragraphs
320 – 324, pages 76 – 77). In my view, it is important that the values of sites
with significant indigenous biodiversity values are not adversely affected from
disturbance to the CMA associated with beach grooming. Accordingly, I
consider that it is appropriate that a resource consent is required when beach
grooming is undertaken in these locations (excluding on Island Bay beach for
the reasons discussed earlier) to ensure potential adverse effects are adequately
considered and managed.

48.

Further to the recommended amendments in my Section 42A Report: Activities
in the CMA, I generally agree with Mr Percy that beach grooming in the other
sites of significance in Schedules A – F should generally be restricted where
disturbance to the CMA from beach grooming could have potential adverse
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effects on the values of sites of significance. However, given there are no
submissions from Rangitāne o Wairarapa (or other submitters) requesting this
relief, in my view, there is no scope for me to recommend this amendment to
the proposed Plan.
49.

Further, incorporating this request would, in my view, change the intent of
Rule R191. Therefore I do not consider that it can be made as a minor
amendment to the proposed Plan under Schedule 1, Section 16(2) (amendment
of a proposed policy statement or plan) of the RMA.

Recommendation
50.

My recommended amendment to permitted activity condition (f) within Rule
R191 is as follows:
“(f) the activity shall not be within a site identified in Schedule C (mana
whenua) or Schedule E4 (archaeological sites) or Schedule F4
(significant indigenous biodiversity values in the coastal marine area),
except on Island Bay beach, and”

51.

My recommended amendment to the advice note which sites below Rule R191
is as follows:
“While the removal of natural materials from a marine reserve (unless
authorised for research purposes) is prohibited under the Marine
Reserves Act 1971, regulation 7 of the Marine Reserves (Taputeranga)
Order 2008 a memorandum of understanding between the Department of
Conservation and Wellington City Council enables a local authority to
remove beach cast seaweed and debris after a storm beach grooming
within Taputeranga Marine Reserve with particular conditions.”

52.

The scope of my recommendation is provided for by submission point
S133/018 from Wellington City Council, which seeks clarification that beach
grooming is permitted on Island Bay beach.

NATRP-10-2433
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7.2

Rule R193 – River and stream mouth cutting (permitted
activity)

Background
53.

Mr Percy in his evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa requests that permitted
activity Rule R193 is amended to exclude river, stream and lake mouth cutting
from sites of significance in Schedules A – F. In his view, disturbance of the
foreshore and seabed from river and stream mouth cutting has the potential to
result in adverse effects on sites of significance.

54.

Mr Mikoz on behalf the Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Association
requests that Schedule U be amended so that the trigger levels also include the
management and removal of the large logs that are now arriving on beaches in
the Wellington Region10.

55.

The Hearing Panel requested clarification as to whether there are Schedule C
(mana whenua) sites which also fall within the list of rivers, streams and lakes
which are permitted to be cut under Rule R193.

Response
Removing logs as part of stream mouth cutting
56.

Forestry debris (which includes slash and logs) that is deposited in the beds of
rivers and lakes and is then entrained and eventually deposited in the CMA has
become a significant resource management issue in parts of New Zealand,
particularly during high rainfall events11. Given the damage that forest slash
and logs can have on infrastructure, private property, habitat values and the
adverse effects it can have on the amenity and natural character of beaches, I
consider that it is important that debris can be moved from the CMA as a
permitted activity, subject to compliance with appropriate conditions.

57.

In response to Mr Mikoz for the Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers
Association, I note that permitted activity condition (o) of Rule R193 already
provides for the removal of logs (“any material excavated”) as part of a river or

Mr Mikoz’s evidence for the Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Association, page 13
https://www.radionz.co.nz/news/national/360734/tolaga-bay-forestry-slash-forestry-owners-associationcalls-for-mill
10
11
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stream mouth cutting activity, provided the excavated material is placed on the
immediately adjacent foreshore area. Therefore, in my view, there is no need to
amend Rule R191 to provide for the relief sought by Mr Mikoz. Further, I note
that in the beds of lakes and rivers, the cleaning of flood debris and beach recontouring (which includes forest logs) is provided for as a permitted activity
under Rule R119 within all rivers.
58.

I therefore recommend no amendments to Rule R193 in response to the relief
sought by the Wellington Recreational Marine Fishers Association.

Restricting stream mouth cutting in sites of significance
59.

In response to the question from Hearing Panel, I have undertaken an
assessment to determine whether the river, stream and lake mouths listed in
Rule R193 also fall within Schedule C (mana whenua) sites. These river,
stream and lake mouths are set out in Table 3 below and are also illustrated on
the Map in Appendix E (titled “Rule R193 and Schedule C sites”).
Table 3: Rivers, Streams, lakes permitted for mouth cutting which also fall within
Schedule C (mana whenua) sites
Site name

Schedule C Site

Waitohu Stream

Yes

Waimeha Stream

Yes

Waikanae River

Yes

Tikotu Stream

Yes

Whareroa Stream

Yes

Wainui Stream

Yes

Makara Stream

Yes

Lake Onoke

Yes

Lake Kohangapiripiri

Yes

Lake Kohangatera

Yes

Motuwaireka Stream

Yes

Castlepoint Stream

Yes

Whakataki River

Yes

Ōtaki River

Yes

Hadfield/Te Kōwhai Stream

Yes

NATRP-10-2433
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60.

In summary a very high proportion (15 out of 21) of the river, stream and lake
mouths permitted to be cut under Rule R193 also fall within sites of
significance to mana whenua. However, I note that there are no restrictions for
mouth cutting in Schedule C (mana whenua) sites in Rule R193. I also note
that stream mouth cutting is not restricted in any other sites of significance
under Rule R193.

61.

River, stream and lake mouth cutting is undertaken as a permitted activity on a
select group of waterbodies in the Wellington Region. Overall, the purpose of
the rule is to mitigate potential erosion and flooding events on private property
where it is adjacent to or in close proximity of river, stream and lake mouths
which flood due to closed mouths. Flooding of private property can have
significant costs for local communities during storm events. Therefore, in my
view, Rule R193 is important to mitigate the risk of damage to private
properties and provide benefits for local communities through the minimisation
of risk.

62.

I also note that most of the stream mouths have triggers that must be exceeded
before a cut is allowed to proceed as part of the permitted conditions.
Discretion is used in order to minimise disturbance to the river mouth and
coastal environment with the aim of allowing the river mouth to operate as
naturally as possible12.

63.

I have considered whether mouth cutting should be restricted in Schedule C
(mana whenua) sites. However, excluding river, stream and lake mouth cutting
in the CMA on waterbodies which flood during storm events would not give
effect to Policy 24(1)(d) of the NZCPS which requires regard to be given to the
potential inundation of the coastal environment. In my view, Policy 24 of the
NZCPS is relevant given these river, stream and lake mouths have been
identified in Rule R193 to mitigate the potential risk of coastal flooding. I also
note that there are no submission points requesting amendments to Rule R193
to exclude stream mouth cutting in Schedule C sites (mana whenua).

12

per.comms, Dr Iain Dawe, Senior Policy Advisor (Hazards), Greater Wellington Regional Council,
consulted on 11/07/2018
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64.

Although there are no specific permitted activity conditions in Rule R193
restricting river, stream and lake mouth cutting in sites of significance to mana
whenua, in my view, a number of the permitted activity conditions within Rule
R193 provide for mana whenua values and therefore give effect to Objective
O33 of the proposed Plan. For example, permitted activity condition (q) for
lake Onoke, which is also a site of significance for mana whenua, is that:
“(q) for activities undertaken in the Lake Onoke mouth, the mechanical
opening shall not occur during the period 1 February to 31 May
(inclusive) each year without notification to a nominated representative
(or in their absence, a nominated deputy) from the Tuhirangi Marae,
and”

65.

From discussions with Council staff who were involved in the drafting of Rule
R193, this permitted activity seeks to provide for tuna (eel) migration, which is
an important food source for mana whenua.

66.

In response to Mr Percy, I generally agree that the values of sites of
significance should be protected in the CMA. However, for the reasons
provided above, I do not consider that Rule R193 should be amended to restrict
river, stream and lake mouth cutting in sites of significance given the purpose
of this activity is to mitigate potential impacts of flooding and erosion.

67.

For these reasons, I do not recommend amending Rule R193 to exclude river,
stream and lake mouth cutting in sites of significance to mana whenua.

8.

Issue 4 – Boat launching and vehicles on beaches

8.1

Definition for “motor vehicle”

Background
68.

The definition for “motor vehicle” in the proposed Plan is as follows:
Motor vehicle
A man-made device for land transport, including, but not limited to cars,
trucks, heavy machinery, motorbikes and bicycles, weighing up to 3,500kg and
does not include prams, strollers, wheelchairs or other mobility scooters used
by persons.

NATRP-10-2433
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69.

In my Section 42A report: Activities in the CMA, I recommended no changes
to the definition of “motor vehicle”.

70.

In Ms Thompson’s evidence for Kāpiti Coast District Council, she expresses
her concerns with the 3,500kg weight restriction provided in the definition for
“motor vehicle”. Her rationale is that machinery for cleaning stormwater
outlets and other necessary coastal activities will be excluded from the motor
vehicle rules and will need to be considered under other rules13.

71.

In Ms Wratt’s evidence for Wellington Water Limited, she states that she does
not support the definition for “motor vehicle”14. In Ms Wratt’s supplementary
Section 32AA evaluation on the recommended amendments set out in her
evidence, she recommends that the definition for “motor vehicle” is either
deleted or the weight restriction is removed from the definition15. In her view,
retaining the definition or weight restriction provided in the definition would
prevent vehicles for at least three of the purposes listed in the policies, namely
local authority, emergency, and regionally significant infrastructure (RSI).

72.

The Hearing Panel asked which rule would apply for vehicles which did not
meet the weight limit requirement in the definition for “motor vehicle”.

Response
73.

In response to the question from the Hearing Panel, vehicles which exceed
3,500kg in weight would not be provided for in the rules for motor vehicles on
the foreshore under Section 5.7.13; Rules R196, R197, R198 or R199.
Disturbance to the foreshore and seabed from a vehicle which does not meet
the definition for “motor vehicle” in this scenario would therefore require
resource consent under either of the relevant catch all rules for destruction,
damage and disturbance of the foreshore and seabed. These are:


Rule R204: Destruction, damage and disturbance outside sites of
significance (discretionary activity); and

Ms Thomson’s evidence for Kāpiti Coast District Council, paragraph 6.22, page 29
Ms Wratt’s evidence for Wellington Water Limited, paragraph 41, page 14
15
Ms Wratt’s supplementary Section 32AA evaluation for Wellington Water Limited, page 10-11
13
14
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Rule R205: Destruction, damage and disturbance inside sites of
significance (non-complying activity).

74.

On reflection, this would mean that vehicles which exceed 3,500kg could apply
for resource consent for destruction, damage and disturbance to the foreshore
and seabed on the Titahi Bay fossil forest as a non-complying activity under
Rule R205, rather than be a prohibited activity under Rule R199. The rationale
for this loop hole is that given Rule R199 refers to the definition of “motor
vehicle” (which, at this point, are required to be less than 3,500kg), a heavy
vehicle would not be captured by Rule R199. This would lead to an unintended
outcome where a heavier vehicle within the fossil forest area at Titahi Bay can
apply for consent whereas motor vehicles which are less than 3,500kg are
prohibited. This loop hole, as far as I understand, was not intended when
including a weight limit in the definition for “motor vehicle”.

75.

In my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA, I noted that the size limit for
the definition of “motor vehicle” is taken from the New Zealand Transport
Agency’s vehicle standards, which states that heavy vehicles are more 3,500kg
(paragraph 129, page 35). The rationale was that heavy vehicles are likely to
result in greater disturbance to the CMA through compaction than a “motor
vehicle”. However, following the evidence presented during the Hearing I now
have a better understanding on the implications of retaining the weight limit
within the definition for motor vehicle.

76.

In regards to Ms Thomson’s evidence, I agree that the weight limit of 3,500kg
in the definition for “motor vehicle” means that machinery for accessing
stormwater outlets will not be permitted under Rule R197 assuming that the
weight of machinery is in excess of 3,500kg. From recent discussions with
Council officers, I now understand a large proportion of these vehicles are in
excess of 3,500kg.

77.

In regards to the first request in Ms Wratt’s evidence, I agree that the weight
limit set out in the definition will not enable activities in which the relevant
policies and rules seek to provide for. For example, Policy P149 provides for
motor vehicle access for “regionally significant infrastructure”. However, my
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understanding is that a high proportion of vehicles associated with the
“maintenance, upgrade and operation of regionally significant infrastructure”
under Rule R197 would be in excess of 3,500kg and therefore, in my view,
Rule R197 would not give effect to the intent of Policy P149.
78.

It is neither efficient nor effective, in my opinion, to provide for the
disturbance to the CMA from motor vehicles for certain activities under Rule
R197 and then restrict the weight of motor vehicles to a level whereby a
significant proportion cannot meet the requirements of the definition and are
unable to carry out some of the activities the rule intended to provide for (e.g.
emergency situations and local authority work).

79.

Further, and in my view, it is appropriate to provide for activities which enable
the maintenance, upgrade and operation of RSI, to give effect to Objectives
O12 and O13 of the proposed Plan. This is consistent with the commentary
provided by Mr Denton in his Right or Reply on provisions which relate to the
management of the CMA (Section 6.2 – Consenting pathway for RSI in the
CMA).

80.

I also note that vehicle owners are restricted in their ability to weigh vehicles
prior to driving on the foreshore and seabed. Therefore, the ability
communities have to ensure they are compliant with the permitted activity
standards is particularly limited. From an enforcement perspective this is
equally as difficult for Council officers to determine as to whether a vehicle
would be compliant with a weight limit or not.

81.

Therefore, for the reasons outlined above, I recommend amending the
definition of “motor vehicle” so it does not exclude motor vehicles which
exceed 3,500kg in weight.

Recommendation
82.

I recommend the following amendment to the definition for “motor vehicle”:
Motor vehicle
A man-made device for land transport, including, but not limited to cars,
trucks, heavy machinery, motorbikes, and bicycles, weighing up to 3,500kg
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and does not include prams, strollers, wheelchairs or other mobility scooters
used by persons.
83.

The scope for my recommended amendment to the definition for “motor
vehicle” is taken from Wellington Electricity Lines submission point
(S126/004) requesting that the definition for “motor vehicle” be amended so
that the weight restriction is removed from the definition.

8.2

Rule R190 – Launching, retrieving or temporary mooring
of vessels (permitted activity)

Background
84.

In my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA, I recommended no
amendments to Rule R190.

85.

Mr Harris in his evidence for Hiwi Trust requested clarification that boat
access would still be a permitted activity under Rule R190 within the CMA at
Tora on the Wairarapa Coastline at Stony and Sandy Bay’s 16 , which he
considers is located in a site of significance under Schedule F2c (birds coastal)
or Schedule F4 (coastal habitats). In his verbal evidence he believes that Rule
R198 will be triggered in this scenario requiring a non-complying consent for
boat access.

86.

Mr Percy in his evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa recommends that Rule
R190 is retained as notified. In his view, any potential effects from the boat
launching activities permitted under Rule R190 are likely to be minor or no
more than minor17.

Response
87.

The intention of Rule R190 was to provide for disturbance to the CMA from
the launching, retrieving and temporary mooring of vessels in the CMA, from a
motor vehicle or any other means. Rule R190 is silent on the word motor
vehicle as discussed in my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA
(paragraph’s 292 – 293, page 69).

16
17

Mr Harris’ evidence for Hiwi Trust, page 1
Mr Percy’s amendments to Hearing Stream 6 evidence for Rangitāne o Wairarapa , page 5
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88.

On reflection, I agree with Mr Harris that Rule R190 is not explicit as to
whether it provides for the disturbance to the CMA from launching, retrieving
or temporary mooring of vessels from motor vehicles. Given Rule R190 does
not expressly provide for disturbance to the CMA in sites of significance from
the launching, retrieving or temporary mooring of vessels by motor vehicles, it
is not, in my view, the most relevant rule. I consider the disturbance of
foreshore or seabed within a site of significance regardless of purpose is more
directly captured as a non-complying activity under Rule R198.

89.

In response to Mr Percy, I generally agree that permitted activity Rule R190
provides for activities with minor adverse effects and should therefore allow
for the launching of vessels within sites of significance. However, for the
reason’s set out above, in my view, Rule R190 does not expressly provide for
disturbance to the CMA from motor vehicle access and Rules R196 - R199 are
the applicable rules.

90.

Section 12(1) and 12(1)(c) of the RMA state’s that no person may “disturb any
foreshore or seabed (including by excavating, drilling, or tunnelling) in a
manner that has or is likely to have an adverse effect on the foreshore or
seabed (other than for the purpose of lawfully harvesting any plant or animal)”
….“unless expressly allowed by a national environmental standard, a rule in a
regional coastal plan as well as a rule in a proposed regional coastal plan for
the same region (if there is one), or a resource consent”.

91.

I have assessed a number of different ways in which people could potentially
transport vessels in the CMA without assistance of a motor vehicle. Examples
of this include:

92.



Walking a small canoe down to the beach by hand; and



Walking a small boat down to the beach.

In my view, it is unlikely that the effects of these activities are “likely to have
an adverse effect on the foreshore or seabed” and therefore do not need to be
expressly provided for in a rule in accordance with section 12(1)(c) of the
RMA. Further, I note that for the most part vessels are launched, retrieved or
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temporarily moored in the CMA by motor vehicle and therefore that was, as I
understand, the original intent of the rule.
93.

I would also not anticipate that people walking small boats to the water’s edge
would contemplate that this activity needs to be authorised in some way, and
are therefore highly unlikely to be referring to the proposed Plan anyway.
Accordingly, expressly authorising boat launching by hand through the
proposed Plan is unnecessary, in my view, and removing this will have no
material effect.

94.

If the Hearing Panel accepts my recommended amendment to Rule R190 to
explicitly refer to disturbance from “motor vehicle”, then this will provide a
more lenient rule framework for motor vehicle disturbance associated with the
launching, retrieving or temporary mooring of vessels when compared to
disturbance of the foreshore and seabed from motor vehicles for other purposes
managed under Rules R196 – R199. In making this recommendation, I must
therefore consider whether disturbance to the CMA from “motor vehicle”
access associated with the launching, retrieval or temporary mooring of vessels
would have adverse effects on the values of sites of significance.

95.

Motor vehicle access in the CMA whereby the purpose is for the launching,
retrieving or temporary mooring of vessels (Rule R190, as proposed) is, in my
opinion, different in nature (and associated adverse effects) to motor vehicle
access in the CMA undertaken for other purposes (Rule R196 – Rule R199). In
particular, it is comparatively:

96.



Shorter in duration;



Undertaken at very low speed’s; and



Undertaken as a direct journey perpendicular to the beach.

Conversely, motor vehicle access in the CMA where the purpose is not for the
launching, retrieving or temporary mooring of vessels (e.g. to access part of the
beach, or for recreational purposes) is generally undertaken parallel to the
beach and can be at high speeds. For example, and as I understand, motor
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vehicles commonly drive parallel to the shoreline, sometimes at considerable
speeds, on Kāpiti coast beaches in the areas where it is permitted, such as
between Otaki, Peka Peka and Te Horo.
97.

Therefore given motor vehicle access to the CMA associated with launching,
retrieving and temporary mooring of vessels is of a lesser scale in comparison
to motor vehicle access in the CMA for other purposes, in my view, the
potential disturbance to the CMA is likely to be no more than minor18.

98.

For the reasons outlined above, I therefore recommend amending Rule R190 to
explicitly authorise the disturbance to the CMA from motor vehicles for the
purpose of launching, retrieving or temporary mooring of vessels. In my view,
this will provide the requested clarity to Hiwi Trust that access to the foreshore
and seabed for boat launching is provided for within the relevant sites of
significance and, as a result, resource consent is not required as a noncomplying activity in this scenario.

Location of the Rule R190 in the proposed Plan
99.

Rule R190 is located within Section 5.7.12 for “General disturbance activities”
in the proposed Plan. However, if the Hearing Panel accepts my recommended
amendment that Rule R190 explicitly refers to the disturbance of the CMA
from a motor vehicle then Rule R190 would, in my view, be more
appropriately located within Section 5.7.13 “Motor vehicles on the foreshore”.
From a plan users perspective, I consider this would provide clarity on the
applicable rule as it would be located under the same section as other rules
which manage disturbance to the CMA from motor vehicles.

100.

I note there are no submissions requesting that Rule R190 be relocated into
another section of the proposed Plan. However, in my view, this amendment
can be made as a minor amendment under Schedule 1, Section 16(2) of the
RMA given the intent of the provision would not be changed as it is
consequential to my recommended amendments to the actual rule.

18

per.comms, Dr Iain Dawe, Senior Policy Advisor (Hazards), Greater Wellington Regional Council,
consulted on 11/07/2018
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101.

Therefore, for the reasons outlined above, I also recommend that Rule R190 is
relocated from Section 5.7.12 for “General disturbance activities” to Section
5.7.13 for “Motor vehicles on the foreshore”.

Recommendation
102.

My recommended amendments to Rule R190 are as follows:
Rule R190XX: Launching, retrieving or temporary mooring of
vessels – permitted activity
The disturbance of the foreshore or seabed from a motor vehicle associated
with the launching, retrieval or temporary mooring of a vessel in the coastal
marine area is a permitted activity, provided the following conditions are met:
(a) a boat ramp shall be used if available at the locality, and
(b) the activity shall not be undertaken on any exposed Tītahi Bay fossil forest
shown on Map 35, and
(c) the activity shall comply with the coastal management general conditions
specified above in Section 5.7.2.
Note
Marine Reserves Regulations 1993 provide for anchoring and use of vessels in
a marine reserve (section 5 and 6 respectively). Anchoring is only permitted on
the condition that no damage occurs, or that damage is kept to a minimum
practical level. The Marine Reserves Act 1971 (section 23) provides for
anchoring anywhere within a marine reserve in times of stress or emergency.

103.

The scope for my recommended change to Rule R190 is from Hiwi Trust’s
submission point S322/045, which seeks that Rule R190 is amended to allow
for the launching, retrieving and temporary mooring of vessels by motor
vehicles to continue as a permitted activity.

8.3

Rule R197 – Motor vehicles for certain purposes

Background
104.

Rule R197 permits the disturbance of the foreshore or seabed from motor
vehicle access in the CMA for certain purposes which include; surf lifesaving
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operations, emergency situations, local authority activities, and for the
maintenance, upgrade or operation of RSI, subject to conditions which include
the coastal management general conditions.
105.

The Minister of Conservation (S75/176) requested that Rule R197 be amended
to provide for motor vehicle access for “conservation activities carried out by
the Department of Conservation” as a permitted activity.

106.

In Ms Cooper’s evidence for the Minster of Conservation, she reiterates
concerns in the Minister of Conservation’s original submission that Rule R197
does not provide for conservation activities carried out by the Department of
Conservation as a permitted activity. In Mr Mace’s evidence for the Minister of
Conservation, he provides examples of where the Department of Conservation
is required to drive within the CMA to undertake their activities.

Response
107.

In response to Ms Cooper’s evidence, I reiterate my response to the Minister of
Conservation’s submission point (S75/176) set out in my Section 42A Report:
Activities in the CMA, that “I agree that it is likely that there are some
activities which are undertaken by DOC which may require vehicle access to
the CMA. However, because the submission did not set out the range of what
these activities undertaken by might be, I do not have sufficient information to
recommend that their request is accepted” (paragraph 171, page 44).

108.

In response to this statement, Mr Mace in his evidence for the Minister of
Conservation provides examples whereby the Department of Conservation are
required to access the CMA by motor vehicle. This includes19:

19



Compliance and law enforcement;



To check on injured and at-risk wildlife;



Plant and wildlife surveys and management;

Mr Mace’s evidence for the Minister of Conservation, paragraphs 10 – 16, pages 4 - 5
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109.



Maintenance of public infrastructure, such as wharves and boat sheds;



Launching vessels; and



Removing rubbish.

I agree with Mr Mace that the Department of Conservation should to be able to
undertake their activities by “motor vehicle” in the CMA. The Department of
Conservation provide services which deliver social, cultural and environmental
benefits for the region and therefore, in my view, it is appropriate that vehicle
access for conservation purposes are provided for under Rule R197.

110.

I therefore recommend that the requested amendment by the Minister of
Conservation is accepted so that conservation activities carried out by or on
behalf of the Department of Conservation can be undertaken as a permitted
activity under Rule R197.

Recommendation
111.

My recommended amendment to Rule R197 is as follows:
Rule R197: Motor vehicles for certain purposes – permitted activity
The disturbance of the foreshore or seabed from motor vehicles in the coastal
marine area, for the following purposes:
(a) surf lifesaving operations, or
(b) emergency situations, including firefighting, oil spills, rescue operations,
salvage of vessels and marine mammal strandings, or
(c) local authority activities, including law enforcement, or
(d) activities carried out by or on behalf of the Department of Conservation; or
(d)(e) the maintenance, upgrade and operation of regionally significant
infrastructure is a permitted activity, provided the following conditions are
met:
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(e)(f) the vehicle shall take the most direct route, and shall only operate within
the area necessary to carry out the activity to ensure minimal disturbance to the
foreshore or seabed, and
(f)(g) the activity shall comply with the coastal management general conditions
specified above in Section
112.

The scope for my recommended amendment to Rule R197 is taken from the
Minister of Conservation’s submission point (S75/176) requesting that motor
vehicle access is provided for as a permitted activity for conservation activities
carried out by the Minister of Conservation.

8.4

Rule R198 – Motor vehicles inside sites of significance

Background
113.

Mr Kerr and Ms Harris, request that activity status of Rule R198 is reduced
from a non-complying activity to a restricted discretionary activity for the
Golden Gate Peninsular including Browns Bay and Ivey Bay 20 . Other
submitters from Ivey Bay who reiterate this same request in their verbal
evidence include:

114.



Matt Dillon;



K-J Dillon;



Linda Katherine Dale and Melis Leonard van de Werken; and



Golden Gate Peninsular Beach Residents.

Each of the submitters from Ivey Bay believe that the non-complying activity
status provides significant risk that a resource consent application to drive
along Ivey Bay could be declined.

115.

Ms Whitney for Masterton and South Wairarapa District Council’s has
reiterated her evidence from Hearing Stream 5 that there is a lack of clarity
between Rules R190 and R198 as the rules applies in sites which are identified

20

Mr Kerr and Ms Harris evidence, Page 2
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as Schedule F2c (Habitats for indigenous birds in the coastal marine area). Ms
Whitney believes that clarity could be provided by amending Rule R198 to
clarify that launching vessels within sites of significance are permitted by Rule
R19021.
Response
Motor vehicle access at Ivey Bay
116.

In regards to Mr Kerr and Ms Harris, Mr Dillon, Ms Dillon, Ms Dale and Ms
van de Werken and the Golden Gate Peninsular Beach Residents, I appreciate
that the activity status in the proposed Plan is more restrictive than provided for
under the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP) (which is a restricted discretionary
activity). As discussed in my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA, the
foreshore and seabed at Ivey Bay is scheduled for a number of values
(paragraph 210, page 52). These are:


Schedule A – Outstanding Wetland – Pauatahanui Inlet;



Schedule B – Nga Taonga Nui a Kiwa - Te Awarua O Porirua Harbour;



Schedule F2 – Indigenous bird habitat;



Schedule F4 – Indigenous Biodiversity Coastal – Te Awarua O Porirua
Harbour, Pauatahanui Inlet;



Schedule F5 – Habitats with significant indigenous biodiversity values in
the coastal marine area; and



Schedule J – Significant geological features in the coastal marine area,
Pautahanui inlet.

117.

I reiterate the rationale set out in my Section 42A Report: Activities in the
CMA that the non-complying activity status gives effect to the relevant
objectives of the proposed Plan, which seek to protect the values of sites of
significance (paragraph 199, page 50).

21

Ms Whitney for Masterton and South Wairarapa District Council’s, paragraph 31, page 11
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118.

As discussed in relation to Rule 190, the disturbance to the CMA from motor
vehicles, whereby the purpose is not for the launching, retrieving or temporary
mooring of vessels, can have potential adverse effects on the values of sites of
significance, such as seagrass. From discussions with Council officers
processing applications for resource consent for motor vehicle access on Ivey
Bay under Rule R198, I understand that it is not possible to avoid driving over
the seagrass when accessing properties in Ivey Bay. This is because there is not
a band of the foreshore and seabed in Ivey Bay beach which can be driven on
where there is also no seagrass present. I also understand that seagrass is
dynamic, meaning that where it can be located on one day maybe different to
where it is on another day, making it difficult to navigate.

119.

Before and after photos (see Figure 1 and Figure 2 below) illustrate the
disturbance to the seagrass at Ivey Bay which occurs as a result of motor
vehicle access.

Figure 1: Before driving on Ivey Bay Beach
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Figure 2: After driving on Ivey Bay Beach

120.

Seagrass on the foreshore and seabed at Ivey Bay is listed as a Schedule F5
(coastal habitats with significant indigenous biodiversity values) site in the
proposed Plan. Seagrass in the wider Porirua Harbour accounts for about 79%
of this habitat type in the region. Given that the Porirua Harbour has the largest
areas of seagrass habitat, the Pauatahanui Inlet and Onepoto Arm constitute
one of the last regional strongholds for this species and the rare and important
habitat that it creates (MacDiarmid et al, 2011).

121.

I also note that seagrass meadows in the Porirua Harbour are in decline. Since
1960 there has been a 40% decrease of the seagrass in the Porirua Harbour
(Matherson et al, 2012).

122.

Therefore, when considering the need to protect the values of seagrass in
isolation, in my view, providing for motor vehicle access to damage this habitat
as a restricted discretionary activity would not give effect to Policy 11(a)(iii) of
the NZCPS. This states that, to protect indigenous biological diversity in the
coastal environment, the adverse effects of activities on threatened or naturally
rare indigenous vegetation types should be avoided. In my view, it would also
not give effect to Objective O35 of the proposed Plan, which seeks to protect
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(and also restore) ecosystems and habitats with significant indigenous
biodiversity.
123.

As noted in King Salmon Supreme Court decision 22 , where a higher order
planning document seeks to “avoid” the potential adverse effects of activities,
then lower order planning documents must implement that directive and this
means those adverse effects shall be avoided through the rule framework. In
my view, only a non-complying or prohibited activity status would be
appropriate to provide for this.

124.

I acknowledge the concern of Mr Kerr and Ms Harris, Mr Dillon, Ms Dillon,
Ms Dale and Ms van de Werken and the Golden Gate Peninsular Beach
Residents that there is a risk that resource consent could be declined if the noncomplying activity status of Rule R198 is retained. However, there is also a
risk of resource consent being declined for a restricted discretionary activity
when the proposed activity has unacceptable adverse effects and/or is contrary
to the objectives and policies in the proposed Plan (within the scope of the
matters that discretion is restricted to).

125.

I have considered whether a less restrictive activity status should be provided
for motor vehicle access, which is not for the purpose of launching, retrieving
or temporary mooring of vessels, in sites of significance and in Ivey Bay in
isolation. However, since the RCP was notified there have been substantive
amendments to the NZCPS. In addition, recent case law has provided clarity as
to how local authorities are required to give effect to (i.e. implement) higher
order planning documents (see paragraph 123 above). I am of the opinion that
providing for disturbance to the foreshore and seabed from motor vehicle
access at Ivey Bay as a restricted discretionary activity would not give effect to
NZCPS Policy 11(a)(iv) and Objective O35 of the proposed Plan.

126.

For these reasons, I recommend that the non-complying status of Rule R198 is
retained.

22

Environmental Defence Soc. Inc. V The New Zealand King Salmon Co. Ltd (SC 82/2013) [2014] NZSC
38).
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Improving the link between Rules R190 and R198
127.

In regard to Ms Whitney’s request to provide for further certainty that Rule
R190 provides for disturbance to the CMA from vehicle access in sites of
significance, I agree that there needs to be more certainty of this relationship
between Rule R190 and Rule R198. In my view, Ms Whitney’s
recommendation to amend Rule R198 will clarify when consent is required
under Rule R198. I also note that my recommended amendment to Rule R190,
to expressly authorise disturbance to the CMA from motor vehicles for the
purposes of the launching, retrieving or temporary mooring of vessels, will, in
my view, also further clarify the relief sought by Ms Whitney’s request.

128.

For these reasons I recommend that a minor amendment is made to Rule R198
to clarify that resource consent is not required for motor vehicle access for boat
launching purposes in sites of significance.

Recommendation
129.

My recommended amendment to Rule R198 is as follows:
Rule R198: Motor vehicles inside sites of significance – noncomplying activity
The disturbance of the foreshore or seabed from motor vehicles inside a site or
habitat identified in Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule E4 (archaeological
sites), Schedule F2c (birds-coastal), Schedule F4 (coastal sites), Schedule F5
(coastal habitats) or Schedule J (geological features) in the coastal marine area,
that is not permitted by Rule R190, Rule R196 or Rule R197 or prohibited
under Rule R199, is a non-complying activity.

130.

The scope of my recommendation is provided for by submission points from
South Wairarapa District Council (S73/002) and Masterton District Council
(S367/002) which seeks that Schedule F2c (birds-coastal) sites are excluded
from the provisions in Rule R198 and are instead provided for as a permitted
activity under Rule R190.
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9.

Issue 5 – Maintenance dredging

Background
131.

In my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA I note that Rule R202
provides for effects on certain sites of significance as a controlled activity. I
conclude that “if the adverse effects from destruction, damage and disturbance
of the foreshore or seabed from maintenance dredging outside a commercial
port area or navigational protection area on scheduled sites cannot be
adequately mitigated through methods set out in the assessment of
environmental effects or consent conditions then, in my view, it will not give
effect to the relevant objectives of the proposed Plan (Objectives O31 – O37)
which seek to protect the values of sites of significance. Further to that, it will
also not give effect to Policy 11 of the NZCPS, for reasons discussed elsewhere
in this report” (paragraph 449, page 108).

132.

I did not recommend an amendment to address this inconsistency with the
NZCPS as, in my view, it was outside the scope of submissions on proposed
Rule R202.

133.

Ms Cooper for the Minister of Conservation seeks amendments to R202 so that
maintenance dredging outside the Commercial Port Area or navigational
protection areas inside sites of significance be provided for as a discretionary
activity, which is the same status as for dredging for flood protection or erosion
mitigation purposed under R20123.

134.

The Hearing Panel questioned the rationale as to why the rules for maintenance
dredging and dredging were separated out. Further to that, they also wanted
clarification as to when resource consent for maintenance dredging would be
required and what the definition for maintenance dredging is.

23

Ms Cooper’s evidence for Minister of Conservation, paragraph 349, page 85
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Response
Dredging and maintenance dredging
135.

Dredging is a type of disturbance which can be carried out for the purpose of
maintenance of previously dredged areas or in areas where new dredging may
be required. The proposed Plan provides for both dredging and maintenance
dredging in separate rules, ranging from controlled to discretionary activities.
These are rules are:


Dredging for flood protection purposes or erosion mitigation – controlled
activity (Rule R200);



Dredging for flood protection purposes or erosion mitigation inside sites
of significance – discretionary activity (Rule R201);



Maintenance dredging outside a commercial port area or navigational
protection area – controlled activity (Rule R202); and



Dredging inside a Commercial Port Area or navigational protection area
– discretionary activity (Rule R203).

136.

I note that providing a separate rule framework for maintenance dredging and
new dredging is consistent with the approach taken in the RCP.

137.

In response to the first two questions from the Hearing Panel, as I understand
the purpose of the maintenance dredging in the CMA (under Rule R202) is to
maintain the contour of the foreshore and seabed which was consented for by
an original dredging consent under Rule R200 or Rule R201. From
conversations with Council officers, there have only been two consents granted
for dredging since the proposed Plan was publicly notified. These were both
for new dredging activities. There have been no consents which have been
applied for or granted under the proposed Plan for maintenance dredging.

138.

Council officers have informed me that there is the ability within the relevant
dredging rules to also provide for maintenance dredging within a resource
consent for dredging (through conditions of consent). Therefore, given this, I
am unsure why there are separate rules for dredging and maintenance dredging
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in the proposed Plan. In my view, it is neither efficient nor effective for plan
users to apply for two resource consents where the effects could be managed
within one. I am also of the view that the efficiency and effectiveness of the
rules for dredging would be improved if the rule for maintenance dredging
(R200) was struck out and incorporated into relevant rules for dredging (Rules
R200 and R201). However, I note that there are no submissions requesting that
the dredging and maintenance dredging rules be rationalised further and
therefore I do not consider there is scope for me to recommend such
recommendations.
139.

I have also assessed Schedule 1, Section 16(2) of the RMA, to determine if
these amendments could be made as a minor or technical amendment.
Rationalising the rules for dredging and maintenance dredging, to only provide
for dredging in isolation, would, in my view, change the intent of what the
proposed rules provide for. I therefore do not recommend an amendment to the
rules for dredging and maintenance dredging under Schedule 1, Section 16(2)
of the RMA.

140.

In response to the final question from the Hearing Panel, I can confirm that
there are no definitions in the proposed Plan for either dredging or maintenance
dredging. I also note that there were no submissions requesting that definitions
for dredging or maintenance dredging be included in the Plan.

141.

In response to Ms Cooper’s evidence for the Minister of Conservation, I agree
that the controlled activity status for Rule R202 is not appropriate to manage
any potential effects of maintenance dredging within sites of significance. This
is consistent with the commentary provided in my Section 42A Report:
Activities in the CMA (paragraphs 447 – 449, pages 107 – 108). However, I
reiterate the commentary in my Section 42A: Activities in the CMA that there
is no scope in the submissions to recommend the activity status be elevated
from a controlled activity given there are no submissions requesting this relief
(paragraph 450, page 108).
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142.

For these reasons, I recommend no further amendments to the rules for
dredging or maintenance dredging in addition to the recommendations
provided in my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA.

10.

Issue 6 – Number of catch all rules to manage
effects of destruction, damage and disturbance in
the CMA

Background
143.

My Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA provides commentary on the
number of catch all rules which, in my view, results in unnecessary duplication
of controls for activities which result in destruction, damage and disturbance in
the CMA (paragraphs 388 – 393, pages 92 - 94). These rules are:

144.



Disturbance and damage – Rule R194 and Rule 195;



All other destruction, damage or disturbance – Rule 204 and R205;



Deposition – Rule R208 and R09; and



Destruction – Rule R216.

I did not make a recommendation within my Section 42A Report: Activities in
the CMA to rationalise the number of rules where, in my view, there was
duplication, as it was unclear that there was scope within the submissions to
recommend changes.

145.

Ms Cooper reiterates the relief sought in the Minster of Conservation’s original
submission that destruction of the foreshore and seabed controlled through
Rule R216 is also addressed by Rules R204 and Rule R205; all other
destruction, damage or disturbance outside and inside sites of significance
respectively 24 . Ms Cooper recommends Rule R216 is deleted to avoid
duplication. Ms Cooper also notes that submission point S75/184 provides
scope to reduce this duplication for Rules R204, R205 and R216 in isolation.

24

Ms Cooper’s evidence for Minister of Conservation, paragraph 265, page 92
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146.

The evidence of Mr Kyle on behalf Wellington International Airport Limited
states that there is a need to rationalise the rules in the proposed Plan relating to
destruction, damage, deposition or disturbance of the foreshore and seabed. Mr
Kyle states that this:
“could be achieved by one discretionary activity rule for such activities
outside of a scheduled area and which are not already classified as
permitted, controlled or restricted discretionary activities. A noncomplying activity could also be applied to destruction, damage,
deposition or disturbance of the foreshore and seabed within a schedule
area, but which are not already classified as permitted, controlled,
restricted discretionary or discretionary activities”25.

Response
147.

I reiterate the assessment set out in my Section 42A Report: Activities in the
CMA that reducing the number of catch all rules in the proposed Plan would
provide a more efficient and effective approach for plan users (paragraph 391,
page 93). In particular, it would avoid the need to refer to multiple rules to
identify the most relevant rule to manage destruction, damage and disturbance,
which is a particular issue for those less familiar with the proposed Plan.

148.

In my view, in some situations there are multiple rules which activities that
result in destruction, damage and disturbance in the CMA could default to. For
example, disturbance to the CMA from a vehicle outside sites of significance
which does not meet the definition for motor vehicle could technically require
resource consent under Rules R194 and R204. Therefore, in response to Mr
Kyle’s evidence, I concur that the number of catch all rules could be
rationalised.

149.

In response to Ms Cooper’s evidence, I also agree that Rule R216 is a duplicate
of controls that are provided for within Rule R204 and R205. However, as per
the assessment in my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA, Rule R216 is

Mr Kyle’s evidence on behalf of Wellington International Airport Limited, paragraph 5.6 – 5.14, page
20 -22
25
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not the only provision which provides a duplicate of controls in the proposed
Plan for activities which result in the destruction, damage and disturbance of
the CMA.
150.

I retain the position set out in my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA
that there is not the appropriate level of scope in the submissions to undertake a
full restructuring and rationalisation of the catch-all rules for destruction,
damage and disturbance of the CMA in the proposed Plan (paragraph 392,
page 93). However, since the drafting of the Section 42A Report: Activities in
the CMA I now consider that these changes could be progressed under
Schedule 1, Section 16(2) of the RMA. In my view, these amendments will not
change the intent and effect of how destruction, damage and disturbance is
managed in the CMA. Therefore, in my view, these amendments can be
considered an alteration of minor effect and therefore consistent with the
requirements of Schedule 1, Section 16(2) to make such amendments.

151.

I consider that the rationalisation of the number of catch-all rules will deliver a
range of benefits for plan users by making the plan more useable. In my view,
reducing the number of rules will:


Help to streamline the plan and avoid confusion as to the applicable rule
and increase the efficiency of the rules;



Reduce conflict that can result when multiple rules address the same
activity and effects; and


152.

Encourage better integration across provisions.

The catch-all rules that I consider should be rationalised are as follows:


Disturbance and damage – Rule R194 and Rule R195;



All other destruction, damage or disturbance – Rule R204 and R205;



Disturbance (from deposition) – Rule R208 and R209; and



Destruction – Rule R216.
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153.

Rules R204 and Rule R205 manage the effects of destruction, damage and
disturbance, whereas the other rules only manage destruction, damage and
disturbance, either in isolation (e.g. Rules R204 and R216) or in tandem (e.g.
Rule R208 or R209). Therefore, if Rules R204 and R205 were retained and
each of the other rules listed above were struck out or deleted, in my view, then
this retains the same overall rule framework to manage destruction, damage
and disturbance in the CMA outside (discretionary) and inside (noncomplying) sites of significance.

154.

I have also considered whether the rationalisation of rules would also require
consequential amendments to be made to relevant objectives and policies.
However, given these amendments would not change the intent and effect of
rules, in my view, there will be no change in how the relevant objectives and
policies apply to these activities.

155.

In conclusion, for the reasons outlined in my S42A Report: Activities in the
CMA, and those discussed above, I recommend rationalising the number of
Rules in proposed Plan which manage the potential effects of destruction,
damage and disturbance in the CMA to ensure that there are no duplication of
controls.

Recommendation
156.

My recommended amendment to reduce the number of catch all rules to
manage destruction, damage and disturbance to the foreshore and seabed are as
follows:
Rule R194: Disturbance or damage – discretionary activity
The disturbance or damage of the foreshore or seabed outside a site or habitat
identified in Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule F4 (coastal sites), Schedule
F5 (coastal habitats) or Schedule J (geological features) in the coastal marine
area, including any associated: (a) deposition in, on or under the foreshore or
seabed, and (b) discharge of contaminants that is not permitted by Rule R188,
Rule R191 or Rule R193 is a discretionary activity. Note Rule R194 controls
the damage and disturbance of the foreshore or seabed. The dumping of
dredged material is not included in this rule. For dumping of material in the
coastal marine area refer to Rule R210, Rule R211, Rule R212 or Rule R213.
Note
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Rule R194 controls the damage and disturbance of the foreshore or seabed. The
dumping of dredged material is not included in this rule. For dumping of
material in the coastal marine area refer to Rule R210, Rule R211, Rule R212
or Rule R213.
Rule R195: Disturbance or damage inside sites of significance –
non-complying activity
Disturbance or damage of the foreshore or seabed inside a site or habitat
identified in Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule F4 (coastal sites), Schedule
F5 (coastal habitats) or Schedule J (geological features) in the coastal marine
area, including any associated: (a) occupation in the common marine and
coastal area, and (b) deposition in, on or under the foreshore or seabed, and (c)
discharge of contaminants that is not permitted by Rule R191 or Rule R193 or
a controlled activity under Rule R192, is a non-complying activity. Note Rule
R195 controls the damage and disturbance of the foreshore or seabed. The
dumping of dredged material is not included in this rule. For dumping of
material in the coastal marine area refer to Rule R210, Rule R211 or Rule
R212.
Note
Rule R195 controls the damage and disturbance of the foreshore or seabed. The
dumping of dredged material is not included in this rule. For dumping of
material in the coastal marine area refer to Rule R210, Rule R211 or Rule
R212.
Rule R204: Destruction, damage or disturbance outside sites of
significance – discretionary activity
Destruction, damage or disturbance outside a site and habitat identified in
Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule E4 (archaeological sites), Schedule F4
(coastal sites), Schedule F5 (coastal habitats) or Schedule J (geological
features) in the coastal marine area, including any associated: (a) deposition in,
on or under the foreshore or seabed, and (b) discharge of contaminants, and (c)
diversion of open coastal water that is not permitted, controlled, restricted
discretionary, non-complying or prohibited, is a discretionary activity.
Rule R205: Destruction, damage or disturbance inside sites of
significance – non-complying activity
Destruction, damage or disturbance inside a site and habitat identified in
Schedule C (mana whenua), Schedule E4 (archaeological sites), Schedule F4
(coastal sites), Schedule F5 (coastal habitats) or Schedule J (geological
features) in the coastal marine area, including any associated: (a) deposition in,
on or under the foreshore or seabed, and (b) discharge of contaminants, and (c)
diversion of open coastal water that is not permitted, controlled, restricted
discretionary, discretionary or prohibited, is a non-complying activity.
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Rule R208: Deposition outside sites of significance – discretionary
activity
Deposition outside a site and habitat identified in Schedule C (mana whenua),
Schedule E4 (archaeological sites), Schedule F4 (coastal sites), Schedule F5
(coastal habitats) or Schedule J (geological features) in, on or under the coastal
marine area, including any associated: (a) disturbance of the foreshore or
seabed, and (b) discharge of contaminants that is not permitted, controlled,
restricted discretionary, non-complying or prohibited, is a discretionary
activity.
Rule R209: Deposition inside sites of significance – noncomplying activity
Deposition inside sites and habitats identified in Schedule C (mana whenua),
Schedule E4 (archaeological sites), Schedule F4 (coastal sites), Schedule F5
(coastal habitats) or Schedule J (geological features) in, on or under the coastal
marine area, including any associated: (a) disturbance of the foreshore or
seabed, and (b) discharge of contaminants that is not a permitted activity under
Rule R206 or a controlled activity under Rule R207 or a discretionary activity
under Rule R208, is a non-complying activity.
Rule R216: Destruction – non-complying activity
The destruction of the foreshore or seabed in the coastal marine area including
any associated: (a) disturbance of the foreshore or seabed, and (b) deposition
in, on or under the foreshore or seabed, and (c) discharge of contaminants, and
(d) diversion of open coastal water is a non-complying activity.
157.

As discussed above (see paragraph 150), the scope for this change is Schedule
1, Section 16(2) of the RMA. The rationalisation of Rule R216 in isolation can
be provided through submission point S75/184 from the Minster of
Conservation, who requested R216 be deleted as it is a duplication of controls
provided within Rule’s R204 and Rules R205.

11.

Issue 7 – Other matters

11.1

Objective O58

Background
158.

The Hearing Panel questioned what objective in the proposed Plan Policy P150
gives effect to, given Objective O58 is silent on lighting. The Hearing Panel
also asked as to whether Objective O58 should be amended to also capture the
effects of lighting in addition to noise.
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Response
159.

In my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA, I state that Objective O58
provides the direction for noise in the CMA whereas Policy P150 seeks to
manage the effects of noise and lighting in the CMA (paragraph 664, pages 152
– 153). I did not recommend amending Objective O58 to also consider the
effects of lighting as, in my view, it was outside the scope of submissions on,
or relevant to, Objective O58.

160.

In response to the first question from the Hearing Panel, I am now of the
opinion that both the lighting and noise components of Policy P150 give effect
to Objective O56. Objective O56 of the proposed Plan is that “new
development in the CMA is of a scale, density and design that is compatible
with its location in the coastal environment”. While the link between lighting
and Objective O56 is not explicit, I consider that the lighting effects associated
with new development is part of its ‘design’ and that this needs to be managed
to be compatible with its location in CMA.

161.

Further, the noise component of Policy P150 gives effect to Objective O58.
Objective O58 is that noise from activities in the CMA is managed to maintain
the health and well-being of marine fauna and the health and amenity value of
users in the CMA.

162.

In response to the second question from the Hearing Panel as to whether
Objective O58 should be amended to consider the lighting component of
Policy P150, as noted above, I am now of the opinion that the lighting
component of Policy P150 gives effect to Objective O56.

163.

The key difference between the way noise and lighting are managed in the
objectives of the proposed Plan, is that noise is explicitly referred to (within
Objective O58), whereas lighting is only implicitly referred to (within
Objective O56).

164.

This approach is consistent with how other matters are managed in the
objectives of the proposed Plan. For example, Objective O47 provides
direction for sediment associated with run off explicitly. However, other
attributes of water quality are referred to more generally or implicitly, such as
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contaminates within the relevant objectives for discharges (Objective O46 –
O51). As I understand, matters are referred to explicitly within the objectives
when they are a more significant resource management issue for the region.
This is not to say that lighting is not an important issue which does not need to
be managed in the CMA, but it is generally less substantive in comparison to
potential adverse noise effects in the CMA. Therefore, in my opinion, it is
reasonable that lighting is only referred to implicitly in the proposed Plan
objectives.
165.

For these reasons, I do not recommend amending Objective O58 to explicitly
refer to lighting in the CMA.

11.2

Planting in the CMA

Background
166.

Ms Cooper on behalf of the Minister of Conservation reiterates the relief
sought in the Minister of Conservation’s original submission point that Rule
R217 should only provide for the planting of native species. Ms Cooper
elaborates further that the requested outcomes would be consistent with s6(a)
and s6(c) of the RMA, Policies 11, 13, and 14 of the NZCPS, and, in some
locations, O35 of the proposed Plan26.

Response
167.

Permitted Activity Rule R217 provides for the planting of both native and
exotic species, provided they are not listed in the National Pest Plant Accord
2013 or the Greater Wellington Regional Pest Management Strategy 2002 –
2022.

168.

In my Section 42A Report: Activities in the CMA, I recommend that the
requested amendments from Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society and the
Minister of Conservation to amend Rule R217 so that it excludes the planting
of all exotics are rejected (paragraphs 687 – 690, pages 157 – 158). The
rationale I provided was that excluding the planting of exotic species from Rule
R217 would exclude the option to plant exotic species which may (in some

26

Ms Cooper’s evidence on behalf of the Minister of Conservation, paragraph 279, page 96
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circumstances) provide a more efficient and effective option for erosion control
than the planting of native vegetation.
169.

From recent conversations with Council staff since the drafting of my Section
42A Report: Activities in the CMA, I now understand that planting for erosion
control is not a common activity in the CMA. Therefore, in response to Ms
Cooper, I now agree that Rule R197 should only provide for the planting of
native plants in the CMA which occur naturally in the area where the planting
is proposed. I note that this is generally consistent with the direction in the
RMA and the proposed Plan to provide for and enhance indigenous vegetation.
This amendment also gives effect to Policy 14(b) of the NZCPS, which states
that plans should include rules which provide for the restoration or
rehabilitation of natural character of the coastal environment.

170.

For these reasons, I recommend that Rule R217 is amended so that it only
provides for the planting of native species in the CMA which naturally grow in
the area the planting is proposed.

Recommendation
171.

My recommended amendment to Rule R217 is as follows:
Rule R217: Planting – permitted activity
The introduction or planting of any plant species in the coastal marine area
including any associated:
(a) disturbance of the foreshore or seabed, and
(b) deposition in, on or under the foreshore or seabed, and
(c) discharge of contaminants is a permitted activity, provided the following
conditions are met:
(d) the plant species shall not be identified in the National Pest Plant Accord
2013 or in the Greater Wellington Regional Pest Management Strategy 20022022, and
(e) the plant species planted shall be native species that naturally grow in the
area planting occurs, and
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(e)(f) there is no planting in sites identified in Schedule E4 (archaeological
sites), and
(f)(g) the activity shall comply with the coastal management general conditions
specified above in Section 5.7.2.
172.

The scope of my recommendation is provided for by submission points from
the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society (S353/174) and the Minister of
Conservation (S75/160) which seek for Rule R197 to only provide for the
planting of native species within the CMA and therefore exclude exotics.

12.

Conclusion

173.

In this Right of Reply, I have recommended to:


Amend coastal management general condition (l) to provide for inanga
spawning between 1 January and 31 May;



Amend the definition for “motor vehicle” so that it does not exclude
vehicles which weight more than 3,500kg;



Amend Rule R190 so that “motor vehicle” is explicitly referred to;



Relocate proposed Rule R190 so that it is within Section 5.7.13 for
“Motor vehicles on the foreshore”;



Amend the advice note for Rule R191, so that it includes reference to the
Marine Reserves (Taputeranga) Order 2008 for Island Bay beach;



Amend permitted activity condition (d) within Rule R191 so that beach
grooming can be undertaken on Island Bay beach;



Amend Rule R197 so that “motor vehicle” access in the CMA for the
Department of Conservation’s activities are provided for;



Amend Rule R198 to clarify that the non-complying activity status does
not apply to activities that are permitted by Rule R190;
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Delete Rules R194, R195, R208, R209 and R216 given these rules
provide a duplication of controls provided for within Rules R204 and
R205; and



Amend Rule R217 so that it allows for the planting of native plant
species only.

13.
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Appendix A: Activities in the CMA – Section 32AA Assessment
(See separate document.)
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Appendix B: Recommended amendments (redline and blueline version)
(See separate document.)
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Appendix C: Recommended amendments (clean version)
(See separate document.)
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Appendix D: Map’s for Rule R191 (Schedule’s C4 and F4)
(See separate document.)
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Appendix E: Map for Rule R193 (Schedule C)
(See separate document.)
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Appendix F: Supplementary evidence of Dr Dawe (Defining the MHWS)
(See separate document.)
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